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ABSTRACT Pervasive social networking (PSN) aims at bridging the gap between the services and users by
providing a platform for social communication irrespective of the time and location. With the advent of a
new era of high-speed telecommunication services, mobile users have evolved to a large extent demanding
secure, private, and trustworthy services. Online social networks have evolved as pervasive online social
networks (POSNs), which uses a common platform to connect users from hybrid applications. Trust has
always been a concern for these networks. However, existing approaches tend to provide application-
specific trust management, thus resulting in the cost of excessive network resource utilization and high
computations. In this paper, a pervasive trust management framework is presented for POSNs, which is
capable of generating high trust value between the users with a lower cost of monitoring. The proposed
approach uses a flexible mixture model to develop the system around six different properties, and then
utilizes the concept of osmotic computing to perform computational offloading, which reduces the number
of computations as well as computational time. The novel concepts of lock door policy and intermediate
state management procedure are used to allow trust visualization by providing efficient identification of
trustworthy and untrustworthy users. The proposed approach is capable of predicting user ratings efficiently
with extremely low errors, which are in the range of ±2%. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is
demonstrated using theoretical and numerical analyses along with data set-based simulations.

INDEX TERMS Pervasive social networks, online social networks, trust management, osmotic computing,
trust visualization.

I. INTRODUCTION
With an increase in the number of users across the social
communication and mobile platforms, Pervasive Social Net-
working (PSN) has evolved to a great extent. PSN aims at pro-
viding a platform for connectivity to all without considering
the geographical or application barriers for different users [1].
Nowadays, the growth of next generation of mobile systems
leads to PSN providing various efficient applications such as
chat services, recommender systems, decision support sys-
tems, and gaming modules to users without compromising
the connectivity between them [2], [3].

Another key domain of PSN is the Pervasive Online Social
Networks (POSNs). POSNs similar to other social platforms
use common connectivity platformwhich can ensure commu-
nication at any time and in any location. POSNs are composed

of different online social networking platforms which bring
together different users to share data and services efficiently
and securely.

With most of the users being mobile and having high
dynamics, trust is always a key concern for POSNs. Although
POSNs enhance the social communication applications and
experiences of every online user, yet these suffer from a
major issue of trust management [4]. Trust can be confirmed
by a user, service provider or a simple connection between
any two entities of the network. Efficient trust formation
allows enhanced device management with the maintenance
of privacy and confidentiality of users as well as data [5], [6].
With applications ranging from data storage to high-end gam-
ing, trust plays a key role in maintaining connectivity and
authentication between the users [7], [8]. Anonymity and
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authentication can be improved by provisioning of efficient
trust mechanisms [9].

Over the past few years, trust management has been a con-
cern for different types of networks, such as social networks,
ad hoc networks, POSNs, and behavioral analyses networks.
There are a large number of approaches available, such as
anonymous authentication by Yan et al. [10], social behavior
analyses by Zhang et al. [11], privacy preserving for video
surveillance by Carniani et al. [12], and multi-dimensional
trust management by Yan et al. [13], which provide a variety
of solutions for resolving trust issues depending on the types
of applications. However, computational offloading, cost of
monitoring, and relation between users are ignored by these
approaches making them suitable only for a particular type of
network conditions.

A. MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
POSNs aim at connecting all without any barrier of time
and location in a flexible and ubiquitous manner. With new
technologies revolutionizing the current era of telecommuni-
cation services, POSNs provide support tomultiple users with
heterogeneous connectivity. With a large number of users
interacting with different operators, social service providers,
and application gateways, it is extremely important to provide
a trustworthy environment. The trustworthy environment pro-
vides reliable, secure, and personalized connectivity between
information seekers and information providers. Trust man-
agement allows exhaustive utilization of network services
by diversified users with mutual consent over social behav-
iors especially focusing on user privacy and confidentiality.
Thus, due to the impact of POSNs, it becomes important to
consider trust-management and evaluation for efficient social
communications.

It is of paramount significance to manage trust as well
as define policies for it. However, trust management is
not only the requirement for POSNs. Trust management,
evaluation, and policy formulation rely heavily on fast and
distributed computations. There are considerable overheads
related to the evaluation of a large number of users oper-
ating in different connectivity environment which makes it
difficult for handling a large set of trust policies. Thus, the
cost of monitoring is a massive issue for POSNs. Further,
the decision on computational offloading and divisibility of
service operations are other issues to be resolved for pro-
visioning of efficient trust management with a lower cost
of monitoring.

B. OUR CONTRIBUTION AND KEY HIGHLIGHTS
In this paper, a novel solution for trust management in
POSNs is proposed. The proposed approach presents a per-
vasive trust management framework which uses the con-
cept of relation cost that operates over the Flexible Mixture
Model (FMM) [14]. The proposed solution uses the concept
of learning and pre-hand prediction of users’ trust. The pro-
posed approach primarily focuses on lowering the cost of
monitoring along with the identification of trustworthy and
untrustworthy users.

In order to overcome the computational overheads involved
in the trust management over POSNs, the concept of osmotic
computing, which is proposed as a new paradigm for edge
computing by Villari et al. [15], is applied over social com-
munications. An efficient computational offloading mecha-
nism is adopted to lower the cost of monitoring. Further,
the concepts of lock door policies and intermediate state
management procedure are proposed to efficiently manage
the trust policies for users, servers, and source-connections.
The movements of application specific data and control over
osmotic environment for POSNs are performed by using
three different approaches, namely, bio-inspired movement
by using Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [16] and Artificial
Bee Colony Optimization (ABC) [17], probabilistic move-
ment, and threshold-based movement. Further, the n-polygon
solution is demonstrated for trust visualization which allows
efficient identification of trustworthy as well as untrustwor-
thy users in POSNs. The other key highlights of the proposed
approach are:

• Formation of an intelligent trust management solution
along with trust visualization.

• Efficient computational offloading using the concept of
osmotic computing.

• Lower cost of monitoring and osmosis time for handling
a large number of users in POSNs.

Rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II gives
details of existing literature. Section III gives an overview
of background and formulation of the system model.
Section IV presents a detailed proposed pervasive trust
management framework. Section V gives theoretical and
numerical analyses of the proposed solution. Section VI
demonstrates the efficiency of the proposed solution using
simulation dataset. Section VII gives state-of-the-art com-
parison and discussions along with open issues. Finally,
Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK
PSN has seen a tremendous growth over the past few years.
With an aim at establishing connectivity to all irrespective to
the classification of users, PSN relies heavily on the man-
agement of trust between the entities [2]. With the advent
of a large number of online social networks, connectivity to
all paradigms has revolutionized the formation of POSNs.
Handling a large number of users, and allowing mutual coor-
dination and peering between them has been the primary
objective of POSNs. Security and privacy management are
the other key issues in POSNs [7], [18].

A. REPUTATION AND BEHAVIOR ANALYSES SYSTEMS
Behavioral analyses systems use node patterns to manage
the reliability of the network. Zhang et al. [11] developed
a social behavior analyses system for PSNs. The authors
presented a detailed study on the behavioral analyses along
with the development of a pattern-based deep reinforcement-
based learning systemwith its case study on different models.
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Although efficient, yet the solution given by the authors have
limited scope for being used in POSNs as user pattern may
varywith time and real-time evaluations do not allow efficient
pattern monitoring.

Machado et al. [19] focused on the pervasive data forward-
ing in mobile social networks. The authors utilized a real
scenario and considered geographical properties for select-
ing forwarding path in the opportunistic network formed
in the mobile social networks. The evaluation and spe-
cific implementation do not allow this approach to be used
for POSNs.

Reputation refers to confidence generated for the nodes
in a network by the other nodes operating at the same time.
Content reputation and node trust can also be handled simul-
taneously, which can help efficient provisioning of user deci-
sions [20]. Yan et al. [21] developed a practical system for
reputation-based chat rooms. However, the proposed system
has a limited scalability with implementation only in an ad
hoc environment.

Sharma et al. [22] considered reputation and behavior
management between the users which operate in the ad hoc
environment. The node trust and behavior is calculated on the
basis of coordination between ad hoc nodes. Their approach is
not a centralized solution and can be computationally difficult
to operate in POSNs.

B. TRUST-MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Trust management systems maintain a secure and reliable
connectivity between the users in the cyber space [4].
Chen et al. [23] proposed a trust management system for IoT
systems by considering less information management over
capacity-limited nodes. The solution given by the authors
is a service-based approach that may suffer from design
issues. Although service systems are highly scalable, yet
maintenance of node-trust is tedious with dependency only
on software security.

Yan et al. [13], [24] considered ad hoc networks as a plat-
form for PSN and developed a model for trust management
between the nodes by using a key concept of attribute-based
encryption. The proposed approach is secure in terms of data
confidentiality but does not guarantee a generic implementa-
tion in all pervasive scenarios.

Short Message Services (SMS) are also a type of pervasive
systems which need attention for efficient trust management
between the senders and receivers. Chen et al. [23] focused
on the developed of a robust and reliable system, which
is capable of maintaining trust between the users of SMS.
The issue with this approach is its entire dependency on the
path between the source and the destination. Applicability to
generic POSNs is still an issue with this approach.

Ma and Yan [25] developed a PSN controller which is
capable of providing trust between the social network users.
Accuracy, efficiency and robust trust management are the
key advantages of this approach. Multi-platform support and
scalability are yet to be evaluated for this approach preventing
its use in POSNs.

PSN has evolved a lot over the past few years, but POSNs
are still newer concepts in pervasive networking. POSNs
incorporate the features of online social networks with an aim
of providing trustworthy connectivity to all users irrespective
of the domain and platform of connectivity. It is evident that
existing approaches show potential to be used in POSNs, but
these require a vast modification for actual implementation.
Thus, a novel solution is required which can categorize the
working of POSNs and can provide efficient trust manage-
ment, prediction, and visualization for both trustworthy as
well as untrustworthy users.

III. BACKGROUND AND SYSTEM MODEL
Maintaining trust in POSNs is affected by the number of users
and the types of properties over which the trust is defined.
Trust can be analyzed as a measure of secure connectivity
between the users and the servers. In the considered system,
trust is defined in terms of relation cost (Rc). The higher value
for relation cost means a greater trust between the entities of
POSNs. This section defines the properties and user model
used to formulate the relation cost of all the users. Further, this
section also presents a detailed mathematical modeling of the
osmotic system which forms the backbone of the proposed
framework.

A. USER MODEL AND PROPERTIES
POSNs are composed of a large number of users connecting
without any geographical boundaries and time considera-
tions. FMM is used for user modeling, which allows the for-
mation of a probabilistic system to measure the relation cost
of the network given any number of users and connections.
A mixture model is used to define the system as it can
formulate a network which is composed of a large number of
users that cannot account for a single or constant probability
in POSNs because of diversification in the type and number
of connections. Further, unavailability of the community clas-
sification also supports the use of mixture model. However,
in the scenarios where the subgroups are known for each
user, a composition model can be applied which is bounded
by constant values [14], [26]. Various properties used in the
proposed approach are:

• Degree of connectivity (Dc): It defines the sum of in-
degree and out-degree for every user in POSNs. A higher
value denotes more control over the network as well
as easy access to most of the network components and
information.

• Depth of connectivity (De): It defines the reach of a
particular user in POSNs. It denotes the connectivity of
users to the farthest most users identified on the basis of
labels. A user with a high degree of connectivity usually
has a high depth of connectivity.

• Level of osmotic shifts (Lo): It defines the number of
times a user is shifted to the osmotic servers from the
actual cloud. In the proposed approach, the osmotic
servers maintain the trust over the network. A detailed
explanation is provided in the sections to follow.
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• Trust violations (Tp): It defines the threat score associ-
ated with every user. It is calculated as a percentage of
the number of times a user is a trust violator to the total
violations occurred in the network.

• Computational cycles (Cv): It denotes the CPU cycles
consumed by a user or server process.

• Memory Utilization (Vm): It denotes the memory con-
sumed by a user or server process.

• Cost of monitoring (Mc): It defines the computational
cost associated with the management of trust in POSNs.
The cost of monitoring is calculated as the energy and
memory consumed in managing and computing trust
over the entire system.

• Computational Overheads (Co): It denotes the latency
and excessive iterations a system undergoes while per-
forming computations for evaluation of relation cost of
every user.

The entire system is modeled on the above given first six
properties which form the setK such thatK = {k1, k2, . . . kj},
where j = 6 and S is the set of different classes defined on the
basis of dominance in properties such that S = {s1, s2, . . . si},
where 6 ≤ i ≤ N . Considering the number of properties
initially defined, there can be a minimum of six different
classes to whichN users can belong. However, the division of
users into classes can be customarily controlled depending on
the number of categories into which users are to be presented.
The equal number of classes and properties allows man-
agement of users directly depending on the dominance. For
generalization, the number of classes can be set as Pb×j, where
b is the number of sub-groups formed for each property.

The classification helps in identifying the users which are
to be considered for continuous monitoring. Let Gm be the
membership of a userm in the set S andGz be themembership
of a property z in the set K such that P(Gm) and P(Gz) are
the multinomial distribution [27] on the properties and user
classes, respectively, such that

P(Gm) =
|S|∏|S|
m=1 m!

|S|∏
m=1

Gmm (1)

and

P(Gz) =
|K |∏|K |
z=1 z!

|K |∏
z=1

Gzz. (2)

Gm is calculated as the ratio of the number of sub-classes to
which a user m belongs to the total user classes available
in POSNs; and Gz is calculated as the ratio of users with
property z to the total number of users in the POSNs. Now,
considering Dp as the depending rating over the user class
and properties such thatDp is a multinomial distribution over
Gm and Gz given as P(Dp|Gm,Gz). Thus, the relation cost
for a user m is given as a joint probability over FMM, i.e.
Rc = P(m, z,Dp), which implies

Rc =
∑
Gz,Gm

P, (3)

and

P = P(Gm)P(Gz)P(m|Gm)P(m|Gz)P(Dp|Gz,Gm) (4)

Now, from the concepts of FMM, training and prediction
form the key part of relation cost calculations. With every
iteration and variation in the property of a user, the value of
Rc changes. From the definition of FMM [26], training of
the system is controlled by a variable termed as clustering
constant c such that the training relation cost is given as:

P(Gz,Gz|m, z,Dp) =
Pc∑

Gz,Gm P
c (5)

Since the considered system is an application over real-
time instances, thus, the existing FMM prediction model
cannot be readily applied as it depends on the posterior
state for finalizing the user ratings. Hence, the prediction
of relation cost Rpc in the considered system is calculated
using the entropy modeling [28] over each user w.r.t. to its Rc
distribution across the entire social network. The prediction
of the next value for a user is given as the deviation of its
entropy at the current state Rec from the mean entropy Rec of
the social network, such that

Rpc =

√√√√1
x

x∑
i=1

(
Rec,i − R

e
c

)2
. (6)

Here

Rec = −
De∑
i=1

Rc,i log
(
Rc,i

)
, (7)

and

Rec =
1
N

N∑
i=1

(Rec)i, (8)

where x is the previous iterations for which the user entropy
is available. The predicted value can help in determining the
future trend of the social network that allows the determina-
tion of users which may violate the trust properties.

B. OSMOTIC MODEL
Osmotic model is derived using the concept of osmotic com-
puting, which is based on the chemical process of osmo-
sis [15]. The process aims at balancing the concentration of
the solution to provide a state of equilibrium on the either
side of the semipermeable membrane. In the social model
considered for evaluation in pervasive environment, the suc-
cess of osmotic model depends on the appropriate selection
of components, which include
• Selection of Solute:The solute forms the static part of the
solution which cannot be moved across the membrane.
In the considered social network, number of servers (Vs),
energy of the servers (Es), computational support (Cv),
available memory (Vm),Dc, andDe form the solute part.

• Selection of Solvent: Usually, osmosis aims at the trans-
action of services between the servers to allow smaller
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services to be handled by near-user servers whereas
high-end services are handled by large public/private
edge cloud systems. However, this paper aims at the
resolution of computational load of POSNs in managing
trust, which can be attained by selection of a set of
users that may violate the trust properties of the social
networks. Thus, the number of users in the social net-
works is considered as the solvent for the osmoticmodel.
Balancing the number of users and accurately shortlist-
ing them for trust management is the key objective of the
proposed system.

• Selection of Semipermeable membrane: Movement in
the solution is managed by the semipermeable mem-
brane which allows the solvent to move across the
entire solution so as to balance the net concentration of
the model. For osmotic computing, the semipermeable
membrane has to be an intelligent application which
can consider the current network state, and can take
a decision on moving the users to available servers.
The semipermeable membrane is the Decision Support
System (DSS) for osmotic computing. The positioning
of semipermeable membrane and selection criteria for
movement are the key issues to be resolved while imple-
menting osmotic computing.

• Concentration properties for Osmotic Model: The con-
centration properties define the equilibrium of a solu-
tion. These manage the flow of users across the social
network servers. The concentration of users across the
social servers can be modeled on the basis ofMc and Co
using [29].
– Mc is the first property for osmosis which is mod-

eled in terms of energy consumed per computation
considering the CPU cycles, memory utilization,
and services across the servers. The actual cost of
monitoring is divided into three parts, namely, per
user cost of monitoring, per server cost of monitor-
ing, and overall network cost of monitoring, defined
at a particular instance t such that:

Mc,user = Dc
r∑
i=1

(Es,server )i, (9)

where

Es,server =
Cv,server × Vm,server

Vm,s
× t. (10)

Here, r is the number of servers accessed by a user
(max(r) = Vs), Es,server is the energy consumed
over the utilized server, Cv,server is the computa-
tional cycle over utilized servers, Vm,server is the
memory used per utilized server and Vm,s is the
available memory resources over utilized server.
Per server cost of monitoring is given as:

Mc,server =

(
1−

Nh
N

) Nh∑
i=1

(Es,user )i, Nh < N ,

(11)

where

Es,user =
Cv,user × Vm,user

Vm,s
× t, (12)

Nh is the number of users handled by a single server,
Cv,user is the number of computations over single
user, and Vm,user is the memory used by a particular
user.

– Co is the second property to be evaluated for osmo-
sis procedures using the available count of users.
Co is calculated as the time lapse between the
submission of first step for calculating Rc and the
generation of output. Also, it adds up with the time
consumed in number of calculations performed per
server during trust management. The network cost
of monitoring is evaluated as:

Mc,network =

N∑
j=1

(De)j ·
N∑Vs

i=1(Nh)i
. (13)

During entire session of trust management across
POSNs, a state of equilibrium should be maintained
throughout the resources. This allows efficient compu-
tational offloading to handle a large number of users
as well as to detect the users which violate the trust
properties. The detailed procedures on trust calculation
and osmotic-based trust computational offloading are
explained in the next section.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH: PERVASIVE TRUST
MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
The problem considered in this paper aims at managing
trust across the social network users and servers without
yielding high cost of monitoring. The major task of the
proposed approach is to form an intelligent solution which
not only provides a stabilized and adaptive solution for
trust-enhancement, but can be used to efficiently handle the
dynamics involved in the POSNs. The dynamics include
sudden demand for scalability, prediction and estimation of
trust state, intelligent decision making, post analyses of the
network state, intermediate state management, updating the
trust policies, and trust visualization.

The proposed approach forms the dynamic network which
can handle a large number of users and can monitor them
easily by shifting the marked users to other servers which are
not the actual service providers but act as the watchdog for
trust violators. The marking of users is done on the basis of
trust policies. Visualization helps in presenting the results for
efficient trust evaluations and management without excessive
overheads.

In the proposed approach, trust is provided in POSNs
using the concept of osmotic computing. Osmotic computing
provides solution for dividing the services into sub-types
which can be handled by the servers other than the hosting
servers. Osmotic computing allows managing the users by
shifting the critical users to the osmotic manager which shifts
them to the appropriate osmotic server for monitoring and
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FIGURE 1. An illustration of pervasive trust management framework using osmotic computing.

calculating their trust on each interaction. An illustration of
the proposed pervasive trust management framework using
osmotic computing is shown in Fig. 1.

The framework categorizes the users on the basis of their
activity by using the trust policies, and then continues to
monitor them without interrupting the normal operations of
the network. The framework comprises a DSS which forms
the semipermeable membrane and contains the trust policies.
It decides onmaintaining the concentration of users across the
entire social network. The DSS passes all the queries directly
to the public/private cloud system, and at the same time inter-
acts with the edge cloud systemwhich is the near user osmotic
system via osmotic manager. The osmotic manager further
acts as a semipermeable membrane for the users shifted to the
osmotic layer in order to maintain the concentration of users
across the osmotic server. The osmotic server provides user
trust values to the osmotic manager, which forms the visual-
ization set and transfers them to DSS. The DSS transfers the

visualized maps to core service provider for taking a decision
on allowing a user or not.

The main applications of the osmotic manager include
certifying a user, operating lock-door policies to monitor
the excessive activity of users, and the post-analyses which
otherwise would leverage excessive overheads on the actual
servers and data centers. The simple shifting of services by
dividing them on the basis of the number of users reduces the
operational time of every server making the entire process to
operate with lower overheads. The reduction in the number of
operations over each server allows efficient management as
well as form the base for the intermediate state management
protocol.

A. TRUST POLICIES AND OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
The trust policies consider three major role players, namely,
user trust, server trust, and connection trust. Trust policies are
implemented as optimization issues over the entire network.
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The violation of any optimization criteria makes a user, server
or connection vulnerable as well as untrustworthy.
• User Trust: User trust is the key component of the
proposed system. It allows considering each user for
excessive monitoring over the osmotic servers. Every
user passes its requests directly to the application server.
However, a DSS dedicatedly operates over the user
requests and fetch properties of a user from the appli-
cation server, which are used to derive the trust value
in the form of relation cost. Violation of trust policies
makes DSS shift monitoring of users to the osmotic
manager that keeps on recording the activity of a user
without disclosing its monitoring policies. The user trust
is formed onRc,Mc,user , andRec. Every user should abide
by the rules of trust which are defined below:
– The maximum permissible variation in Rc for a user

at any instance from its previous state should not be
more than the deviation of its previous values from
the mean of total network relation cost, i.e., for a
user y,

(Rc(y))t − (Rc(y))t−1 ≤

√√√√1
x

x∑
i=1

(
Rc,i(y)− Rc

)2
.

(14)

– The deviation in the cost of monitoring for a user
should not be greater than the mean cost of entire
network, i.e.,√√√√1

x

x∑
i=1

(
Xi − X

)2
≤

1
N

N∑
i=1

(Mc,user )i, (15)

where

X = Mc,user .

– The current observed value for user entropy should
not be greater than the predicted entropy, i.e.

Rec(y)t ≤ R
p
c(y)t . (16)

• Server Trust: Server trust is the secondary evaluation
criteria which are invoked when the osmotic manager is
unable to distinguish the trustworthy users from untrust-
worthy users. The variation in server trust allows consid-
ering all the users operating on a particular server to be
fair or unfair depending on its current trust value. The
server trust is evaluated using the cost of monitoring
such that the deviation in the cost of monitoring for a
single server should not be greater than the mean cost of
all the servers available over the network, i.e.,√√√√1

x

x∑
i=1

(
Yi − Y

)2
≤

1
Vs

Vs∑
i=1

(Mc,server )i, (17)

where

Y = Mc,server .

Entropy trust and relation cost trust can also be consid-
ered for evaluating the server trust conditions. However,
the primary target of the proposed approach is to manage
the user trust without overloading the servers with the
burden of excessive computations. Thus, server trust is
evaluated only over the cost of monitoring.

• Connection Trust: Apart from user trust and server trust,
a large number of connections are made between the
users and the servers despite the variations in the cost
of monitoring and other properties defined above. Each
connection is subjected to a unique trust value by which
two entities in the POSNs ensures faith for efficient
communications. The connection trust can be defined as
the difference in the relation cost of two entities which
request a connection. A connection between the entities
is defined over Rc since it is a probabilistic value that
allows easy mapping between them. Connection-trust
can be defined as the similarity distance between the
two probabilities each representing the relation cost of
two connecting entities [30]. A condition on the simi-
larity distance allows identification of trust over every
connectionmade in the POSNs. For connection trust, the
similarity distance between the Rc of two entities should
not be greater than the similarity distance between their
mean Rc, i.e.

Du1,u2 ≤ D
′
u1,u2 , (18)

where

Du1,u2 =
√
(Rc,u1 )2 + (Rc,u2 )2, (19)

and

D′u1,u2 =
√
(Rc,u1 )2 + (Rc,u2 )2. (20)

Here, u1 and the u2 are the two entities making connec-
tion with each other.

Considering the above defined trust policies, following opti-
mization problems are formulated:

min
(
Du1,u2

)
,

min
(
Mc,user

)
,

min
(
Mc,server

)
,

max (Rc) . (21)

B. USER MOVEMENT POLICIES FOR OSMOSIS
Osmotic computing allows evaluation of users which violate
the trust policies to form a stable and consistent network.
All the procedures considering the evaluations over the user
properties are carried without many overheads and burden
over the single server which hosts the application platform
as well as interact with the data centers. Distribution of
services has always been there in the form of load balancing,
which includes shifting services across the servers that are
connected to each other. However, there is always a concern
of overheads and excessive computations that are induced
when all the services are handling by a single layer of servers.
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In this paper, users are to be shifted for the purpose of
consistent monitoring and management of trust across the
POSNs. All users which violate the rules defined as the trust
policies are to be monitored until they start obeying the
network policies. The osmotic manager receives all the users
that violate the properties from the DSS, and then takes a
decision on sending users to different servers. The osmotic
manager can move the users by different ways. In this paper,
three different ways are identified for moving users across the
servers, which are:

1) FITNESS-BASED MOVEMENT
Fitness-basedmovement is derived by the optimization over a
fitness function which controls the movement of users across
the servers. Fitness function can be derived in number of
ways depending on the complexity of model considered for
POSNs. In this paper, ACO [16] and ABC [17], [31] are
used to shift the users amongst the servers on the osmotic
layer. The fitness objectives are determined on the basis of
the dominance of a particular parameter. In the proposed
approach, Mc is treated as the dominant parameter. Hence,
the maximum orminimum value of fitness function is derived
w.r.t. Mc.
• ACO-based osmosis: ACO is performed over the deposit
of pheromone by the ants. Considering the similar prop-
erty, ACO-based osmosis of performed by selecting the
quantity of pheromone present over the osmotic man-
ager for available osmotic servers. The pheromone is the
server trust which allows selecting a server which can
sustain more users in comparison with the other servers.
Every user is treated as an ant and on the basis of trust,
these are shifted to the osmotic manager, which takes
into consideration the pheromone impact of users over
the servers. The pheromone-based fitness function for
user mobility Moveu is given as [16]:

Moveu = max
(

Mη1
c,userR

η2
c∑x

i=1M
η1
c,userR

η2
c

)
, (22)

where η1 and η2 are the balancing constants [16] such
that Rec ≥ η1; and η2 is selected such that η2 ≥ 1 and
η2 ≥ η1. The user with a maximum value for Moveu
is moved first to the osmotic manager for monitoring
by osmotic server until its value is extremely lowered
for pheromone deposit. Contrary to this, the pheromone-
based fitness function for selection of server Moves is
given as [16]:

Moves = min
(

Mη3
c,serverR

η4
c∑x

i=1M
η3
c,serverR

η4
c

)
, (23)

which means the server with a lower value for
pheromone deposits is selected for monitoring the
selected user. η3 and η4 follows the similar properties
of η1 and η2, respectively. However, for an in-depth
evaluation, all the four constants can be varied to check
the impact of variation in pheromone deposits and the
selection of users and servers.

• ABC-based osmosis: ABC accounts for using three
types of bees namely, scout bees, employee bees, and
onlooker bees. In the proposed approach, the food
sources for which these bees will be looking is the total
number of users that can be handled by the available
servers. The decision between the scout bees, which are
the initial users, and the shortsighted bees, which are the
onlooker bees is made by the DSS; whereas the decision
between the onlooker bees and employee bees, which
are already allocated to servers, is made by the osmotic
manager. The users which have a higher fitness value
for the food sources gets shifted from being a scout to
an onlooker bee, which on the basis of demanded value
of a server gets shifted to be an employee bee. The
reverse procedures are carried when a user obeys the
trust policies in which users acting as employee bees are
shifted back to the scout bees. For users to be shifted as
onlooker bee, their scout module should have the fitness
value Bso given as [17]:

Bso = max
(
Rc,t +Mc,user ×

(
Rc,t − Rc,t−1

))
. (24)

and for shifting them from onlooker to employee, the
fitness value Boe is given as [17]:

Boe = min
(
Rc,t +Mc,server ×

(
Rc,t − Rc,t−1

))
. (25)

The reverse over Eqns.(24) and (25) allows users to be
shifted back to normal state. The current and previous
states considered for evaluation can be replaced by the
current and mean values, respectively.

2) PROBABILISTIC OSMOSIS
A fitness-based model requires optimization laws to be
obeyed for all iterations, which may cause overheads and
may require more number of iterations to arrive at an optimal
solution. Contrary to this, a probabilistic model can directly
incorporate the FMM to distinguish the users from being
monitored or not. The decision on the monitoring of users can
be taken on the basis of probability of trust, and the shifting
can be done using prediction over probability. The movement
of users and selection of servers is done by considering the
error in learning over FMM and deviation of an observed
value from the predicted value. The users with difference in
the mean value greater than the learning value for Rc is moved
by the DSS to osmotic manager, i.e., DSS selects users with

Rc ≥ P(Gz,Gz|m, z,Dp),
1
x

∑
GzGm

P ≥
Pc∑

Gz,Gm P
c , c = 1. (26)

Now, the osmotic manager moves the user with a high differ-
ence in the observed value and predicted value to the server
with most number of free slots since such user will take more
time to balance itself, i.e., osmotic manager moves the user
with max

(
Rc − R

p
c
)
to the server with min

(
Mc,server

)
.
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FIGURE 2. An illustration of lock door policy during post decision making. A) The initial lock door matrix formulated
by the osmotic manager which contains a matrix with p× q mirror links out of which the green one are safe and red
one are untrustworthy links. B) A sample of lock door matrix for user u1 is shown at time t . C) The lock door matrix
for user u1 at time t + δt . D) Final lock door matrix evaluated at time t +1t .

3) THRESHOLD-BASED OSMOSIS
Fitness-based and probabilistic models are highly efficient
in terms of accuracy and consideration over the optimiza-
tion and real-network states. But these models include high
computations which may further increase when a large num-
ber of users are to be evaluated in POSNs. Thus, a generic
and simpler solution can be the matching the observed val-
ues against the threshold conditions. However, the selection
of an appropriate threshold value is itself a crucial and a
highly probabilistic task since no formal approach can allow
selection of an appropriate threshold value. Threshold-based
movement can be controlled only by varying the parameters,
and by defining the upper and lower bounds for each value.
In the proposed pervasive model, the trust management and
osmosis can be performed together by considering the fol-
lowing conditions:

Du1,u2 ≤ DTHu1,u2 ,
Mc,user ≤ MTH

c,user ,

Mc,server ≤ MTH
c,server ,

Rc ≥ RTHc . (27)

Here, TH in the superscript denotes the threshold values. The
number of parameters and their threshold can be varied on the
basis of current system’s state or can be simply considered as

the mean value of the particular parameter over the number
of states the system has already been through.

C. POST-DECISION MAKING AND LOCK DOOR POLICY
Post decision making is the procedure carried out by the
osmotic manager by checking the operational activity of all
the users with the help of a lock door policy. The lock door
policy is a timely based mirror analyses task which is per-
formed by accounting the number of times a user interacts
with a mirrored source. Mirrored sources are those that are
not hosted directly over a single server but over a separate
web space which may or may not be authenticated by the
application hosting server.

An illustration of the lock door procedure during post-
decision making is presented in Fig. 2. The osmotic manager
maintains a record in the form of a matrix for the number
of active links over the application. Every user may or may
not interact with these mirror links. The name lock door is
derived from the concept of opening a link (door) by the user
which it should not open for being safe. Now, depending on
the number of visits to these resources, two values, namely,
lock-door visits Lv and trust violations Tp are calculated as:

Lv(u1) =
x∑
j=1

(
cells∑
i=1

(
visits
cells

)
i

)
j

, cells = p× q, (28)
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FIGURE 3. An illustration of property circle formation for a single user. A) An initial property circle with an actual
value of the property as a radius. B) An initial property circle with normalized value for a radius. C) The number
of circles using normalized values of properties at time t . The number of circles is equal to the number of states
after which the properties are viewed. The radius of each state may be less or higher than the previous state
depending on the normalized value obtained from the exact values. D) A variation in the number of property
circles presented with variation in the number of states at time t +1t .

where the number of cells are not static or fixed as the number
of mirror links may change with the interval T , visits are the
total hits on red as well as greenmirror links, x are the number
of states, and

Tp,t (u1) =
visits_red∑No
i=1 visits_red

, No ≤ N . (29)

Here, No is the number of users under the monitoring
of osmotic manager and visits_red accounts for visits to
untrustworthy links only. The post-decision making over
the users’ trust can be carried out by using the above
parameters only, but using them in coordination with the
entire system model allows efficient management of trust
as well as faster processing since potential untrustworthy
users are evaluated by the separate osmotic cloud. The lim-
its on the lock door values and trust violations can be set
by using either of the osmosis procedure defined in the
Section IV-B.

D. INTERMEDIATE STATE MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE
Intermediate state management procedure (ISMP) forms the
basis of trust-visualization for every user under monitor-

ing by DSS. It allows an intelligent mechanism to under-
stand how the trust of a user varies over time. ISMP allows
the formation of a unit radius circle for every property
considered in the definition of system model defined in
Section III-A. For every property two circles are formu-
lated one with the original value and other with the nor-
malized value as shown in Fig. 3. The inner circles are
the values at different states. The number of circles can
be reset to control the overlapping of values. The nor-
malization values are calculated using a trivial formula
as value−min

max−min .
The procedure operates to formulate the visualization

mechanism for displaying the trust of every user by using
the n-polygon approach, where the number of vertices is
equal to the number of properties considered in the initial
modeling. The scalability of the polygon formulation allows
considering any number of properties which can be classified
over POSNs.

In the proposed approach, the visualization is carried using
a hexagon as six properties are considered for trust modeling.
The procedure includes the formation of a regular hexagon
with each side of unit length, and the six properties are placed
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FIGURE 4. An illustration of polygon-based trust visualization for a single user. A) Mapping of property circles to the vertices a regular
hexagon comprising a set of six properties. The figure illustrates the non-overlapping circles with normalized radii during states at time t .
The non-overlapping refers to less dominance amongst the properties. The length of each side of the regular hexagon is 1 as properties
are normalized and overlapping can easily be visualized on this scale. B) Mapping results after time t +1t which shows the dominance of
property k4 and k5. This is an illustration of property for trust visualization irrespective of the order considered during implementation.
The number of properties may vary which will vary the type of polygon as well as the order in which these are mapped to the each vertex
of polygon.

on each vertex. The circles formulated over the states are
mapped on these vertices which allow checking the variation
of properties with variation in iterations as well time. An
illustration of the visualization procedure is shown in Fig. 4.
The overlapping of the circle accounts for the dominance of
a property for a particular user. The visualization process
allows monitoring the state of POSNs as well as helps in
managing the activity of users by allowing intervention dur-
ing the intermediate phase of evaluations. The procedure for
normalized circle formulation and mapping to a regular poly-
gon allows the formation of an efficient mechanism for inter-
mediate state management during trust evaluation in POSNs.
A flowchart representing the implementation procedures is
shown in Fig. 5.

V. THEORETICAL AND NUMERICAL ANALYSES
The proposed approach for trust management in POSNs
allows efficient control over the entire social network and
provides a strategy with low computational overheads, low
cost of monitoring and higher computational offloading. This
section presents theoretical and numerical evaluations of the
proposed model considered for trust evaluations.

• Remark-1:Cost ofmonitoring increaseswith an increase
in the number of unhandled users; and in the ideal case,
which includes all the users handled by a single server,
Mc is equal to 0; and for limited possession of users, the
cost changes to

Mc,server = N
Nh∑
i=1

(Es,user )i, (30)

Proof: From Eqn. (11), Mc,server =

(
1− Nh

N

)∑Nh
i=1

(Es,user )i. Now, for number of handled users equal to the
actual number of users, the cost of monitoring will be
0; and for Nh � N , it becomes N

∑Nh
i=1(Es,user )i. The

increase in the number of unhandled users, the cost of
monitoring clearly increases. Note that in normal case
of operations, Nh 6= N and Nh < N as a single server
cannot handle all the users.

• Remark-2: The current value for Rc affects the next
predicted value and a higher value causes a decrease in
the variation of the predicted value.
Proof: FromEqns. (6) and (7), the increase inRc gives

a lower value forRec which also decreases the mean value
causing less deviation in the predicted value as stated in
the condition.

• Remark-3: There exists a tradeoff between the cost of
monitoring and relation cost in POSNs. A highly stabi-
lized and connected social network allows better trust
between the users, but this makes cost of monitoring
high.

Proof: Rc increases with an increase in the trust
value and attains a maximum value when a user
satisfies all the conditions given in Eqn. (21). This
means that Mc should be minimum for both users
and servers as well as the distance of similarity
between the probability should be minimum. Now,
considering all the fitness, probabilistic, and thresh-
old conditions given in Section IV-B, clearly, there
exists a tradeoff between the Mc and Rc, which
can be controlled by obeying the conditions defined
in Eqns. (14)-(18).
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FIGURE 5. Flowchart for implementing the proposed trust management approach.

Next, considering the remarks given above, the proposed
approach is evaluated numerically to understand the impact of
various metrics over each other. The numerical analyses are
carried using pre-derived values of parameters defined in the
systemmodel. The number of properties is taken as 6 with the
number of states equal to 20, and total users equal to 500.
The degree of connectivity is considered by forming a ran-
domized graph with a degree of each user higher than its
previous state. A number of servers are considered in such
a way that each server can handle at least 50 users. The energy

utilization of a user varied between 50kWh and 500kWh
with CPU cycles reaching a maximum of 10000 MIPS. The
results are presented for average outcomes obtained after
50 successful runs.

Firstly, the results are studied for comparison between the
observed relation cost and predicted relation cost of users.
Fig. 6 presents the average relation cost for the number of
users varying as an independent axis. The figure suggests
that the proposed approach is capable of efficiently predicting
the next relation cost which can be helpful in finding the
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FIGURE 6. Observed relation cost Rc and Predicted relation cost Rp
c vs.

number of users.

untrustworthy users across the POSNs. The average error
recorded in the prediction of Rc over 500 users is ±2.3%.
The lower value can be obtained if a social network is highly
connected.

FIGURE 7. Normalized cost of monitoring Mc,user with variation in the
degree of each user vs. number of users.

Secondly, the results are presented for variation in the
average normalized cost of monitoring and average actual
cost of monitoring per user by varying the degree of
connectivity for 500 users, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
The cost of monitoring increases with an increase in
the number of users since more amount of connections
are formed between users which requires more computa-
tions to be performed for computing trust scores. How-
ever, the degree of connectivity affects the performance
of the POSNs, and with a decrease in its value, Mc,user
decreases.

The normalized value are considered to compare the trend
followed by cost of monitoring in comparison to Rc and
Es,server as shown in Fig. 9. The graph presents a trade-
off between the Rc, Es,server and Mc. It is evident from

FIGURE 8. Actual cost of monitoring Mc,user with variation in the degree
of each user vs. number of users.

FIGURE 9. Relation cost Rc , normalized cost of monitoring Mc,user , and
normalized energy Es,server vs. number of users.

the graph that more users provide better connectivity in
the POSNs and has more depth in connectivity. However,
the increase in De requires more computations and more
analyses over each link, thus, increasing Mc along with an
increase in the Rc. This can be controlled by dividing the
users across the osmotic layers which allows similar level
of trust management with lower energy utilization as well
as lower cost of monitoring. The evaluation of the proposed
approach utilizing the concept of osmosis is presented in
the next section.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
The proposed approach primarily resolves the computations
required in managing trust in POSNs by utilizing the features
of osmotic computing. The proposed approach is evaluated
using simulations conducted inMatlabTM . The systemmodel
is formulated considering 1000 users which operate over
a pervasive environment comprising different layers of
servers as explained earlier in Fig. 1.
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TABLE 1. Parameter configurations for simulations.

TABLE 2. Simulation dataset configurations.

The proposed approach is tested on a simulation dataset
(provided as supplementary files) generated with the prop-
erties defined in Section III-A with configurations given in
Tables 1 and 2. The pervasive social network model con-
sidered for analyses comprises a user graph with each user
connected to other user using aweighted links. Themaximum
cycles consumed by a user during analyses are 5000 with
the minimum equal to 1000. The memory utilization for a
user during entire session varies between 5 and 10 GB. The
analyses are observed over varying number of states which
are represented by the number of iterations. For evaluation
of the proposed approach, results are recorded for states that
are marked with iterations 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50. The per-
formance of the proposed approach is presented using ACO,
ABC, probabilistic and threshold approach in carrying trust
evaluations using the concept of osmotic computing.

A. OSMOSIS TIME
It is the measure of time consumed in deciding a server
for a user on the basis of its fitness value. The proposed
approach primarily focuses on shifting users to the appropri-
ate server for continuous monitoring until the user recovers
by improving its relation cost. One of the basic advantages of
the proposed approach is the reduction of load over the single
server for evaluating trust of every user. The lesser osmosis
time justifies the performance of a particular approach for
shifting users from osmotic manager to the handling server.

Four different solutions are considered for moving the
users which are compared in the Fig. 10. Although threshold

FIGURE 10. Average osmosis time per user vs. variation in
state (iterations).

and probabilistic approaches are not an optimal solution for
the selection of users to be moved between the osmotic
servers and osmotic manager, yet these consume lesser time
since themovement is merely based on the comparison of two
entities. On the contrary, ABC and ACO use fitness score to
decide the server and calculate this score each time a user is to
be transferred. This adds up to the latency in allocating users
to the required osmotic server.

However, after certain iterations, the osmotic time lowers
and almost follows a linear trend as the available server
obtains a predictive fitness score. The time for osmosis
using ABC and ACO decreases lower than the probabilistic
approach as this approach is updated each time a user satisfies
the constraint over Rc. Further, both ACO and ABC operate
differently during initial iterations, but after certain intervals,
the time for osmosis overlaps as both algorithms converge to
a stabilized state where the users to be transferred are easily
predictive by the proposed approach. The results presented in
Fig. 10 show that ABC and ACO finally converges and the
average osmosis time per user for both is only 17.1% higher
than the threshold approach which is quick but not optimal.

B. COMPUTATIONAL OVERHEADS (Co)
Computational overheads account for the total time con-
sumed by the proposed approach including a decision on the
trust of a user and the computations involved in deciding
the server for every user. The computational time is much
affected by the osmosis time. The proposed approach pro-
vides efficient computational offloading which decreases the
overall CPU utilization allowing the trust procedures to be
completed in lesser time.

Along with the osmosis time, the computations over DSS
are also added to obtain the overall computational overheads
of the proposed approach. Since the osmosis time is consid-
ered in the calculation of Co, the results are presented for all
the four approaches used for osmosis.
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FIGURE 11. Average Co per user vs. variation in state (iterations).

The results presented in Fig. 11 show that the threshold
and probabilistic approaches consume lesser time as these
do not focus on the optimal solution rather consider simply
taking a decision only over the available values. However,
unlike the osmosis time, ACO causes more computational
overheads than the ABC since ABC divides the users into
scout, onlooker and employee bees which reduces the number
of computations that are only performed for the scout and
onlooker bees; whereas in ACO every user is treated as an
ant and the pheromone calculations are performed for every
user after each iteration.

Despite the variation in the value of Co for different algo-
rithmic solutions, the overall overheads of the network are
quite low making the proposed approach liable to be used for
trust management in POSNs. AlthoughCo does not guarantee
optimality, yet it provides an overview of the latency which
might be caused during operations over the DSS and the
osmotic manager.

C. RELATION COST (Rc ) AND USERS TRANSFERRED
Relation cost forms the base for the activity of the proposed
approach to provide computational offloading along with the
management of trust. Relation cost is derived on the basis of
the probability distribution of various properties considered
in the user modeling. A higher value for Rc means lower
movement amongst the users across the osmotic servers.
A system with a lower value for Rc undergoes more user
movement and is not optimal for managing trust despite its
lower value for osmosis time.

The results for Rc and the corresponding percentage of
users transferred across the osmotic manager are presented
in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, respectively. The results show that
the threshold approach although consumes less time in
deciding the movement of users have lower values for Rc
and moves more users to the osmotic servers which increases
the computational load over the servers despite a lower value

FIGURE 12. Average relation cost Rc vs. variation in state (iterations).

FIGURE 13. Percentage of users transferred to osmotic servers vs.
variation in state (iterations).

for per user computational time. The increase in load affects
the performance of the entire system and causes excessive
utilization of the available resources which is against the
concept of osmotic computing.

The Rc and percentage users transferred follow an inverse
trend. The threshold approach computed lower values for Rc
allowing more than 90% of the users to be shifted to osmotic
servers. The probabilistic approach also shifted more than
60% of the users to osmotic which adds up to the load over
a single server; whereas ACO performed better than all the
other three approaches and shifted only reasonable amount
of users to the osmotic manager. However, this comes at the
cost of excessive computations making ACO an optimal but
costly solution for trust management in POSNs.

D. COST OF MONITORING (Mc )
The cost of monitoring is the key for the success of the pro-
posed approach. An approach with a lower cost of monitoring
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converges faster and provides a solution at a rapid pace. The
cost of monitoring takes into account the energy consumed
per server, number of CPU cycles utilized, and the variable
memory over the servers to which the users are transferred.
The normalized comparison is taken to evaluate all the four
approaches on a similar scale.

FIGURE 14. Average normalized Mc vs. variation in state (iterations).

Fig. 14 presents the normalized value forMc over 50 states.
ACO performed better for most of the parameters as
explained earlier, but it comes with a high cost of monitor-
ing as the calculation of fitness score for every user uses
much of the computational and energy resources making it
an expensive but efficient solution. Threshold and proba-
bilistic approaches account for an exact fit solution which
may or may not work in all scenarios. However, consid-
ering the impact of Mc and average performance for other
metrics, ABC is well suited for the applications with a
bound over its computational and energy resources. ABC can
perform better than the other approaches and can maintain
a stability by dividing number of users into different bee
categories, which reduces the amount of per-user resource
consumption.

E. SIMILARITY DISTANCE AND PREDICTIONS
The major constraint in the proposed approach is to main-
tain a distance of similarity between the relation costs well
below the threshold (mean value) set during simulations. The
prediction in the Rc comes at the cost of an increase in the
average distance of similarity between the users. However,
for efficient operations, this distance should always be lower
than the threshold value which is set at 1.2 for simulations.

The results in Fig. 15 show that the proposed approach
allows efficient prediction of Rc as it is also observed in
the numerical evaluations. Rpc almost overlaps the Rc during
simulations generating a minute error of±1.2%. This error is
well under the constraints of that observed during numerical
simulations, thus, justifying the efficiency of the proposed

FIGURE 15. Similarity distance, Rc , Rp
c vs. number of users after 50 states.

approach. The average distance for every user during sim-
ulation is lower than the threshold value even after maximum
states.

F. TRUST VISUALIZATION
Trust visualization is a procedure derived using lock door
policy and ISMP explained in the Sections IV-C and IV-D.
The approach allows analyses of any user during osmosis
procedure as well as provides a visualization which allows
easy identification of the users that violates the trust policies.
An illustration of the trust visualization for the users with ID
500 and 1000 is presented in Fig. 16. The figure presents
the dominance of properties considered for calculating the
Rc between the iteration number 20 and 50. The blue color
represents the controlled properties, green refers to the neutral
properties and red refers to the dominating property defined
on a normalized scale of 0 and 1. The property visualization
over the proposed system is available through dependent
normalization of properties of one user over the other. Thus,
this system can also identify the most influenced as well as
the most influential user in the POSNs.

Clearly, it can be visualized from the Fig. 16 that users
with IDs 500 and 1000 have higher value for number of
osmotic shifts (Lo), which is a worrying issue for any POSNs.
However, after certain iterations and evaluations over the
osmotic manager, these users manage to retain their trust
policies, and finally reduce their number of osmotic shifts
well below 0.5, which is taken as a threshold for all the
properties. It can be visualized that relation cost for the user
with ID equal to 1000 is more stable than the one with
the ID equal to 500 because of a lower number of viola-
tions in trust policies. Also, this can be further stabilized by
making system undergo more iteration until the user man-
ages to retain the trust policies. The visualization of states
allow evaluation of the social network at any state and any
user which fails to satisfy the trust properties, and with a
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FIGURE 16. Trust visualization with user ID 500 and 1000 between 20th and 50th iterations.

higher value of Tp, can be banned from further operations in
the POSNs.

VII. STATE-OF-THE-ART COMPARISON
AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed approach provides efficient trust management
in POSNs along with the visualization of trustworthy and
untrustworthy users. The proposed approach provides com-
putational offloading by using the concept of osmotic com-
puting.With a lower cost of monitoring and osmosis time, the
proposed approach uses a relation cost mechanism to main-
tain trust amongst nodes of the social network by using four
different ways for osmosis. The previous section presented
the detailed evaluation of the proposed approach for efficient
trust management, visualization, and computational offload-
ing. This section presents a comparative study between state-
of-the-art approaches for trust management in PSN as shown
in Table 3. From the comparisons, it is clear that existing
approaches can provide trust management between the users
of a social network, but none of the existing approaches
uses computational offloading and cost of monitoring as
a key factor in deriving trust values. Thus, the proposed
approach proves to be efficient in providing trustmanagement

in the scenarios comprising a large number of users operating
in POSNs.

POSNs are relatively newer area requiring focus on
trust management and behavior analyses of users. There
are several key challenges which are yet to be tar-
geted for the formation of efficient POSNs. These
include,

• Anonymous authentication while maintaining the trust
between the users and abstracted level of visualization:
Agreement between the users before starting commu-
nications is a key part of POSN. With efficient and
swift authentication mechanisms, service dissemination
becomes faster, which provides fast and efficient data
sharing in POSNs.

• Privacy preservation along with mutual trust man-
agement: Privacy should be maintained during all
the phases of data sharing. User privacy along with
the enhancement of trust improves the operations
of POSNs.

• Secure recommender systems for application specific
information dissemination: Development of recom-
mender system can identify the state of POSNs and then
can formulate an intelligent strategy to counterfeit the
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TABLE 3. Existing state-of-the-art approaches for trust management in pervasive social networks.

changes occurring due to variation in the properties of
users, servers, and connections.

• Efficient device-to-device trust management: The
upcoming communication networks include a device to
device communication for fast and rapid data sharing.
Thus, maintenance of trust between the devices which
are operating independently of the infrastructure is a key
challenge.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Trust management is tedious in networks operating with a
large number of users. Pervasive social networking (PSN) has
now evolved as Pervasive Online Social Networks (POSNs)
as a large number of users connect through hybrid applica-
tions overmobile computing environment. Trustmanagement
can be attained by using existing solutions, but these come
with a cost of excessive utilization of computational resources
making them unfit for real-time evaluations in POSNs.

In this paper, a pervasive trust management framework is
presented for POSNs which is capable of generating high
trust between the users with a lower cost of monitoring. The
proposed approach uses Flexible Mixture Model (FMM) to
quantify the system around six different properties, which
uses osmotic computing to perform computational offloading
for reducing excessive utilization of resources over a single

server.
For osmosis, three different solutions are used, which

include fitness-based movement, probabilistic movement,
and threshold-based movement. The fitness-based move-
ment is generated using the existing Ant Colony Optimiza-
tion (ACO) and Artificial Bee Colony Optimization (ABC)
algorithms.

The novel concepts of lock door policy and intermediate
state management procedure are used to allow trust visual-
ization, which provides efficient identification of trustworthy
and untrustworthy users. The proposed approach is capable of
predicting user ratings efficiently with extremely low errors,
which are in the range of±2%. The evaluations are presented
using theoretical analyses, numerical analyses, and simula-
tions. Finally, a state-of-the-art comparison is presented along
with discussions and open issues in POSNs.

SUPPLEMENTARY FILES
The datasets and results are provided as separate files.
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